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1. Executive Summary
The Department of Technology Services (DTS), Montgomery County retained Tetra Tech to evaluate the
current Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) system and provide a roadmap for moving forward.
This analysis had three major points of focus.
1. Identifying and documenting business needs that are not being met by the current system,
2. Making recommendations for replacing the current CAD system and enumerating the best practices
for implementing a new CAD system, and
3. Providing guidance for extending the useful life of the current CAD system until a new CAD system
is operational.
This study has determined that the current CAD system (Altaris CAD) does not meet several current business
needs and is not capable of meeting emerging business needs stemming from advances in 9-1-1 and consumer
communications. The county must begin the process of selecting and implementing a next generation CAD
immediately. Later sections of this report detail the steps that need to be followed and an estimated timeline.
The Tetra Tech team, through numerous interviews and review of the system documentation has compiled a
comprehensive list of the deficiencies inherent in the current CAD system. This system is based on out-dated
software technologies and is running on hardware that is near, and in some cases already reached the end of
its useful life.
The current CAD system was proposed and designed in the late 1990 s, but was not put into service until July
2003. Some of the user expectations of the system have never been realized. Contributing to the systems
limitations and issues identified since its implementation is the fact that the system is based on old technology
that has not kept pace with changes in the industry. The study also found that the ability of the current CAD
support vendor, Northrop Grumman, as evidenced by the long development cycles for software bug-fixes,
upgrades necessitated by changes in legal requirements, and the requirement to maintain interoperability with
inter-dependant systems,, does not meet the needs of the county in providing this mission critical public safety
service. This further increases the importance of the county moving expeditiously to a new CAD system.
The county should look for a modular (plug & play), standards-based solution to establish the capability to
adopt and implement new technologies as needed. The county also needs to dedicate the resources to ensure
that the replacement selection and implementation process is completed in a timely manner, to maximize its
Return on Investment (ROI) across the full useful life cycle of the new system.
The county has already begun planning and acquiring replacement hardware. It is imperative that the county
follow through with these plans to ensure continued operations of the current CAD system until a next
generation CAD system can be implemented. Later sections of this report describe the steps necessary to
maximize the usefulness of the current system. An in-depth review of the original system architecture was
also done, and recommendations are made to rectify single points of failure. Finally, through research and
information gathered from four of the top CAD vendors, this report presents the latest features offered in
state-of-the-art CAD systems.
Information was gathered through a brief Request for Information (RFI) that was sent to four of the top CAD
vendors. The RFI responses along with the information contained on their respective Web sites demonstrates
that they all provide advanced features to assist in making the call-taking and dispatch functions more
efficient. A rigorous Request for Proposal (RFP) process will be required to determine which approach to
these features best meets the county s needs.
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2. Introduction
After a competitive RFP process, Montgomery County selected Tetra Tech, Inc., in September 2008 to
conduct a study of issues related to the Current CAD system and provide a road map for its replacement.
The following is from the RFP that Montgomery County published for this work:
Introduction:
Montgomery County has a need to initiate the process of developing a replacement plan for the Montgomery
County Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) System.
The consultant is tasked with the development of a strategic roadmap and recommendations for replacement
of the CAD system for public safety first responders that will guide the county in procurement of the system
as well as defining interim steps to maintain and extend the serviceability of the current system.
The Public Safety 2000 (PS2000) project resulted in significant infrastructure upgrades and the replacement
of five primary systems within Public Safety: 9-1-1 Telephone System; Public Safety Voice Communication
System; Public Safety Wireless Data Communications System; Public Safety Dispatch Operations System;
Law Enforcement Records Management Systems, and Fire and EMS Records Management Systems.
The current Montgomery County CAD system became operational in July 2003. The core server hardware
and Oracle 8i data base engine is projected to reach an end of life status within the next two years. The CAD
application is based on 1990 s technology and is not easily upgradeable, or capable of meeting the emerging
requirements for processing next generation 9-1-1 data, video, text and/or images. Additionally, the current
CAD system did not meet the operational business requirements for component mapping and Automated
Vehicle Routing Recommendation (AVRR) functions.
Project Scope:
1. The strategic roadmap must consider and recommend solutions that include systems integration with
current and/or planned:
County and Commercial FiberNet and Wireless Communications Systems
9-1-1 Next Generation Telephone System
Paging and Messaging
EMD, EFD, and EPD Protocol Systems
800 MHz Public Safety Radio System
Commercial Wireless Systems (CDMA)
802.11 Wireless Systems
False Alarm Reduction System
Law Enforcement Records Management Systems
Fire and EMS Records Management Systems
Regional CAD Systems
Consumer Input Solutions text messages; static and video images
COOP and Disaster Recovery
2. The consultant must include as part of the roadmap:
The core system requirements developed as part of the PS2000 project - lessons learned
The state of the current Public Safety Dispatch Operations System
Industry best practices, paying particular attention to recent procurements of similar systems by
counties of comparable size; most notably Fairfax County, Virginia
3. The consultant must recommend the most efficient approach to replacement of the CAD system including
defining strategies, tasks, timelines, and resource requirements to implement the system.
4. The consultant must provide a projected lifecycle cost model for the recommended solutions that includes
projected maintenance, upgrades, and enhancements.
5. The consultant must recommend solutions for extending the useful life of the existing CAD system.
2
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3. Background and Methodology
In early 1997, Montgomery County selected TRW as the integrator for its PS2000 project.
This ambitious project included a new digital trunked 800 MHz radio system, a new Emergency
Communications Center (ECC) facility, new CAD, Mobile Data Computer (MDC) system, Automatic
Vehicle Location (AVL GPS in vehicles), Mapping, Field Reporting, and a new Records Management
System (RMS). The Altaris CAD and 800 MHz radio systems went live in July 2003.
The Tetra Tech team studied the current CAD system from both the user and support perspective. The
methodology used for this process was as follows:

3.1 Interviews
The team interviewed DTS personnel; training and operations personnel: and representatives from other
public safety agencies within Montgomery County. Interviewees were selected for many reasons, such as
expertise, known experience with PS2000, or to get their views on how they are served by the current CAD
system. Interviewees were asked about experiences, operational uses, advantages and disadvantages, and
obstacles to achieving their goals within the current system. The study team completed 64 such interviews
(Appendix A).

3.2 Sit-Alongs
The team conducted sit-alongs at the ECC. A project team member sat next to staff within the Public Safety
Answering Point (PSAP) and listened in on calls and radio traffic for both fire and police. When time
permitted, the study team members would ask about operational details, experiences, issues, and technology.

3.3 Ride-Alongs
The team conducted ride-alongs with both fire and police operations personnel. Team members had an indepth discussion of the positive and negative aspects of the system and observed the methods used in practical
applications.

3.4 Site Visits to Partner Agencies
There are several municipalities that partner with the county to use its CAD/MDC systems. The study team
contacted each of the below-listed agencies to discuss how the system was being used, how well it was
working, and what (if any) changes they would like to see in a new system.
Rockville City Police Department
Gaithersburg Police Department
Chevy Chase Village Police
Takoma Park Police
Maryland National Capital Park Police
Montgomery County Sheriff s Office

3.5 Request for Information (RFI)
An RFI containing 31 basic questions (Appendix B) covering a wide variety of issues was sent out to four of
the top CAD vendors (Intergraph, Motorola, Tiburon, and TriTech). RFI responses were too large to include
in this document (they are included as separate files). A review of the information contained in the RFI
responses along with that contained on their respective Web sites demonstrates that each of these vendors
meets the basic, core functionality for a CAD system.
3
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They all provide advanced features to assist in making the call-taking and dispatch functions more efficient. A
rigorous RFP process will be required to determine which approach to these features best meet the county s
needs.

4. Business and Operational Requirements
A CAD system is a tool designed to assist in the efficient and effective handling and response to calls for
service concerning public safety. As our tools evolve, so too must our method of deploying them. One of the
mistakes often made when a new CAD system is implemented is to customize the new system in an attempt
to make it function like the old system. In so doing, an opportunity is missed to both use the new system s
technological advances and streamline the business processes within the ECC. The introduction of new or
improved information technology often requires changes to the policy and procedures within the agency to
take full advantage of the efficiencies created by the technology. A business process review in conjunction
with new software implementation will prevent spending time and money to automate an inefficient or
unnecessary process. Applying information technology is not (and should not be) simply automating a
process. It is using technology where it makes sense and brings about greater efficiencies. 1
The county, in searching for a new CAD system that is highly configurable must weigh the need versus the
cost regarding some of its requirements. In some cases, the below requirements might not provide a sufficient
return on investment to warrant the customization necessary to obtain them.

4.1 PSCC Requirements
This section details requirements to correct specific deficiencies with the current CAD system. It is not
intended to be a fully specified requirements list for the CAD system, such as is required by an RFP. (See the
Fairfax County List of Requirements and the Statement of Work [SOW] from Northrop Grumman.)
1. Dispatch complement recommendations must be processed accurately and efficiently.
a. The recommendations generated by the system must be trusted without manual verification.
b. The CAD system must be fully integrated with the AVRR and other subsystems to make the
recommendations reliable.
The dispatch recommendations should be displayed within seconds of selection by the
dispatcher to have a reasonable call processing time (phone to pending plus pending to
dispatch). National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) Standard 1221 states that ECC calltaking, call processing, and dispatch should require no more than one minute.2 Likewise, the
response time model employed by the Montgomery County Fire Rescue Service assumes one
minute for this process.
c. The CAD system should automatically and quickly build new unit recommendations for
incidents upon receipt of additional or clarifying information. This should include the ability
to automatically generate additional events across multiple agencies.
2. The CAD system must take into account and be able to dynamically adjust personnel and assets
assigned to units to ensure that automated unit recommendations are accurate without the need for a
manual check. This is especially true for EMS dispatches due to the requirements of various federal,
state, and local standards.
1

National Law Enforcement and Corrections Technology Center. March 2001A Guide for Applying Information
Technology in Law Enforcement. National Law Enforcement and Corrections Technology Center
2
National Fire Protection Association. 2007. NFPA 1221: Standard for the Installation, Maintenance, and Use of
Emergency Services Communications Systems. 2007 Edition. National Fire Protection Association
4
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3. The CAD system must efficiently interface with many sub-systems which are themselves subject to
technological changes. An example is fire station alerting.
The county is using MosCad as its fire station alerting system; however, the ECC is attempting to
move to the WestNet system.
The MosCad system is no longer in production or supported by the manufacturer and must be
replaced. All county fire stations need reliable receiving equipment, which is no longer available
using MosCad. The tone generator takes a significant amount of time to activate all the tones for a
multi-company response, which delays completion of the voice transmission regarding the nature and
location of the call to responding units. Units at the front end of the alerting tones know they have a
call but do not know what or where it is until the dispatcher is able to once again talk on the radio
when the tone generation has stopped.
4. CAD geofiles should be in true ESRI (Environmental Systems Research Institute) format.
a. The GIS (Geographic Information System) files from the county should be integrated into the
CAD system without conversion.
b. The CAD geofiles should be easily updated within the application to support real-time
temporary data updates. These updates should then be easily passed on to the county s GIS
office for inclusion in the master GIS layers.
CAD geofiles are not in true ESRI format; therefore, the county must convert GIS files before loading
them into the system (this takes 8 days of processing on the CAD system to accomplish and slows the
system down). The preparation process has many steps that are labor intensive and therefore the
county can only accomplish public safety system GIS updates quarterly.
5. The CAD system must have complete test and backup components.
There are currently four instances of CAD: ECC (live); AECC (backup); Training and Test.
All CAD instances should have interconnectivity to all interfaces, either actual or simulated.
Only the ECC (live) has all the interfaces (Table 1 page 11); therefore, the county cannot completely
test changes until they are installed on live. This can result in problems not being identified until they
effect live operations where it can be least afforded. In some cases, the new code has been backed out
after a problem was identified and then had to be reinstalled when it was fixed.
6. The CAD data should be mirrored at the AECC.
If the ECC must be evacuated, up-to-date data should be available in the AECC to continue
processing existing calls without going manual. When it is safe to return to the ECC, there should be
no need to do manual data entry to catch up.
When the county moves to the AECC (as is done routinely for testing/training purposes) it currently
uses the servers at the PSCC. If the servers at the AECC needed to be used, it would require
restoration of data from tape backups before the system activation at the AECC. This would require
an extended period of time before the AECC would be fully functional during a real emergency. To
rectify this situation, the ECC and AECC servers should have near real time data replication.
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7. The CAD system must have the ability to interface and accept, store, and pass Next Generation 9-1-1
(NG 911) data to include text, photos and video.
With the proliferation of cellular telephones with texting, photo and video capability, the need for 91-1 to accept this data and pass it on to field units is vital. A new NG 9-1-1 national standard is
forthcoming.
8. The CAD system should allow the operator to sort events and units in the display windows in various
ways. There should be full graphical user interface capabilities on all input and output screens.
a. Sort by selecting column
b. Sort by multi-factors selected by the user
c. Add/modify inputs by drag and drop
d. Modify system recommendations by drag and drop
e. Visual field entry capacities and warnings
f. Search
The current CAD does not have the ability to sort stacked calls by call category, then time. It also
cannot multi-factor sort for stacked calls, by area/priority/type/time. This is a constraint on the
dispatchers who must use different criterion depending on the circumstances.
9. The CAD system must be capable of tracking times (and providing reports) for every stage of a call
from the time it comes into the ECC until it is closed, and from various sources, both in the ECC and
from field units. . 9-1-1 Phone System data and time stamps should automatically and without user
action transfer into the CAD system generating a new event for every call that is received.
The county cannot easily or systematically track the time from 9-1-1 ring to answer, answer to
transfer to the Fire Department (FD), and FD call taker answer (they estimate 21 seconds on every
call).
The county should make a concentrated effort to ensure that every unit has a working MDC loaded
with a robust mobile CAD client that meets all of the dispatch and response operational needs of First
Responders.
10. Interoperability of CAD systems in the region is vital. The ability for every agency in the region to
view each other s available units will increase the effective and efficient use of resources. There
should also be defined and published interfaces for data transfers to other systems (internal and
external to the county).
There is currently no method for Montgomery County to efficiently (or automatically) share resources
(mutual aid) with surrounding jurisdictions. Resources in the area might be available, but a lack of
CAD interoperability inhibits a coordinated response of those resources. When an incident occurs near
the border with another jurisdiction, the dispatcher must contact each agency by telephone and
request assistance. If that agency is not available, the dispatcher must then move on to the next until
he or she obtains the necessary resources.
11. The CAD Infrastructure should include the following:
a. An infrastructure that follows the county information technology architecture
b. A server infrastructure that maximizes availability (sufficient redundancies and minimized
vulnerabilities)
c. A server infrastructure that maximizes performance at all times (optimized for peak loads and
no adverse impacts from routine maintenance such as daily backups)
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d. A database infrastructure designed to allow rapid transfer of operations to the AECC and then
back to the Public Safety Communications Center (PSCC)
e. A compartmentalized infrastructure to protect core systems
f. A re-architected mobile infrastructure (allowing evolution of the mobile data computers into
mobile offices)
g. A mobile infrastructure capable of supporting high-bandwidth applications (allowing all
system updates to be done remotely, new functionality such as video streaming)
12. The following features do not exist in the current CAD system, requiring a manual work-around that
potentially decreases efficiency and accuracy. The addition of these features would greatly increase
efficiency and accuracy within the ECC.
a. Ability to configure masks and validation checks for all data entry fields
b. Ability to set process priorities for commands or tasks (places other functions on hold or
pause those functions while the priority processes complete)
c. Ability to configure response plans based on geographic area
Incorporating specific response plans into the automated CAD process will eliminate the need
to have large binders of information at each dispatch station. The ability to display Standard
Operational Procedures (SOPs) and diagrams for a specific call type will enhance the timely
dissemination of critical information to the field.
d. Ability to track and assign resources on the basis of response plans, accounting for resources
already chosen, including the specific capabilities (i.e., ALS) of personnel assigned to units,
for the incident
e. Workstation messaging aware of active/inactive workstations (avoid unnecessary messages
and workstation startup delays)

f.

The message switch should not send messages to workstations or MDCs that are not currently
logged on. In the current system, the CAD operator is forced to read through and delete all
the messages sent to the workstation while it was not in use. This can cause serious delays
and distractions. Those messages sent to a specific person should still be stored until logon.
Ability to change assets associated with a unit without having to log the unit off
In those cases where assets are reassigned during a shift, the current system requires that the
unit be logged off for the change to take effect. This should be automatic without any user
intervention.

g. Ability to clone a call, duplicating all data including remarks

4.2 Field Requirements
1. The MDC should poll the CAD system when it establishes a connection (either initial logon or
reestablished after being out of range) to determine if there are any calls for service currently assigned
to the unit.
Dispatchers cannot resend a dispatch to an MDC that is turned off or out of coverage; they must close
and reopen the call to send it. This action results in wasted time and skewed statistics.
2. When a notation is placed into the CAD system regarding a hazardous situation at a specific location,
the information should be easily maintained and prominently displayed to the operators.

7
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When the Hazard is entered it requires an expiration date. When that date arrives, there is no warning
given that the Hazard has expired.
There should be some notification before expiration with the option to renew the Hazard if it is still
applicable. On the MDCs a Hazard attached to a call does not stand out there is a Y in the Hazard
box. This is not sufficient notification for a unit en-route to a call.
3. The call details showing the address should never be automatically moved to the background by new
data received as a pop-up.
Currently, any new information received (supplements, tag queries, messages, and such) pops up on
top of the call screen requiring the operator to navigate back to read the call details/address while
responding to the call. The new information is routine and not vital to the call in most cases.

4.3 Mapping Requirements
1. Road closures (both short and long term) should be easily entered into the CAD system to provide
current and relevant recommendations and routing. The historical (expired) data on closures should
be stored and easily accessed (list, sort, and search).
In the current system, entering these changes is very cumbersome and imprecise (personnel use an
ADC map book and a mileage pen to compute them).
2. Pictometry should be available at every workstation in the ECC.
Pictometry (the overlay of satellite photos onto a street map) is not available to public safety because
of old hardware/software. This tool might be invaluable under certain circumstances (see Figure 4 in
Section 6.6.3). In those instances where a command post must be set up and resources deployed
quickly, Pictometry is unsurpassed.
3. A mapping system with built in configurable interfaces (enabling features such as pop up information
as in Google Maps).
4. A mapping system with interfaces to open standards mapping systems such as Google Maps
(allowing potential access to devices, data and functions available from other sources).
5. A mapping system able to track all active public safety units (Using a combination of
GPS/Triangulation) from either cell phones/air cards or digital public safety radios to display those
units on both CAD dispatch workstations and mobile data computers in real time or near real time.
6. MDC should display emergency vehicle proximity on the map, locations on scene. The location on
scene is an excellent tool to assist with resource allocation and placement.

4.4 Keeping the CAD System Operational
There are several changes to the CAD system planned for the near future. The update to the application (Build
112) will address a number of current issues. Planned builds for CAD database updates and a new paging
system interface are essential.
A comprehensive approach that includes the recommendations in this study will help the county keep its ECC
functional until a replacement is in place.
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4.5 Using PS2000 Infrastructure
The Tetra Tech team s recommendations have taken into consideration the existing infrastructure, especially
that which was installed as a part of the PS2000 project. An in-depth examination of those systems as they
relate to CAD is presented in Section 5.

4.6 Take Advantage of New Technology
As a part of the comprehensive plan, the county should begin taking advantage of new hardware and database
technology. This in turn will prepare the ECC to benefit from new CAD technology on the market. An
overview of some of the new CAD features is presented in Section 6.
The county should conduct a Business Process Reengineering (BPR) effort as part of the implementation of a
new CAD system to identify, and using newer technologies, ensure inefficiencies are realized.

5. State of the Current Public Safety Dispatch
Operations System
The current PSDS has reached a critical juncture because of the aging hardware and software a system
upgrade must be undertaken immediately. The existing hardware is nearing the end of its life cycle, and the
software is not compatible with new hardware. Simultaneously, the county should begin the process to
replace the current CAD system because it is not capable of meeting the needs of the county going forward.
This section is provided to assist in understanding the state of the current system and the need for timely
action.
This section addresses interfaces that exist and must remain viable in a new CAD system. These are all
standard interfaces that any of the top CAD vendors can provide.
One issue that was voiced time and again is that the county has expected too much of the CAD system. The
core function of any CAD system is to receive the initial 9-1-1 call, recommend an appropriate response
assignment by the call type of the event, and aid the dispatcher in alerting assigned response units while
tracking the status of response resources. The CAD system must interface with ten major systems via various
communications infrastructure to execute many of its expected vital functions.

9
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9-1-1- phone system including
Automated Number Identification/ Automated Location Information (ANI/ALI)
Telecommunications Device for the Deaf (TDD)
Wireless Provider Location Information
Push to talk (PTT) Radio Voice communication
Fire Station Alerting (MOSCAD)
Mobile Data Computers (MDC)
Alphanumeric Pager (Zetron)
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) including
Automated Vehicle Location (AVL)
Automated Vehicle Route Recommendation (AVRR)
In car mapping
Road closures
Emergency Medical Dispatch (EMD)
Records Management System and Field Reporting for Law Enforcement
Records Management System and Field Reporting for Fire & Rescue
False Alarm Reduction System (FARS)
Table 1. Major CAD interfaces

5.1 Major CAD Interfaces
9-1-1 Phone System, GIS, MDCs
The interface with the 9-1-1 PSAP system and the ANI/ALI is essential in obtaining the information on caller
location and telephone number. The interface with the county s GIS is critical to maintain a current CAD
geographic database of the road network and addresses assigned to properties in the county because response
assignments are based on address location. The interface with the Zetron paging system alerts volunteer
firefighters so they can quickly respond. The MDCs provide a useful tool for both fire and police units
responding to calls for service and reduce radio traffic on routine activities.
All the CAD data is eventually ported over into the RMS to help the county with resource allocation, crime
analysis, and investigative leads. The county personnel must understand that the CAD system is not meant to
be the repository of historically accurate information. This is relevant because the CAD system is often
confused with the RMS.
In most agencies, there is a definite linkage between CAD and RMS, but they are not the same thing. The
CAD system contains information as to what the caller perceived to be happening; the actions that the call
takers, dispatchers, first responders and support units took; and their abbreviated disposition of the call. Such
basic event data must then be transferred into an RMS where the factual information gathered by the
responding units is entered and subsequent queries and analyses are done.
In Montgomery County s case, personnel expected the CAD system s management information system
feature to do much of the work of an RMS because of the delay in implementing an RMS system. The
implementation of the E*Justice System, an RMS system, is expected to resolve many of those issues.
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Paging and Messaging
Fire Rescue station and personnel alerting is accomplished through an interface with a third-party station
alerting application (currently MosCad), but the ECC is attempting to move to the WestNet system. The
MosCad system is no longer in production or supported by the manufacturer and must be replaced. New
stations coming online need receiving equipment that is no longer available for the MosCad system. The tone
generator takes a significant amount of time to activate all the tones for a multi-company response, which
delays completion of the voice transmission regarding the nature and location of the call to responding units.
Units at the front end of the alerting tones know they have a call but do not know what or where it is until the
dispatcher is able to once again talk on the radio when the tone generation has stopped.
The tone generation causes delay in vocalizing the incident response data because the dispatcher cannot speak
while the tone generation is occurring, and the units in the field operating on Alpha cannot hear the tones
being generated over the 450 470 MHz band radio channel. This results in confusion and delays to the
dispatch process.
Text messages about the nature, location, and resources responding are transmitted to alert career and
volunteer command personnel using a modem interface from CAD that connects to commercial service
providers. There is often an unacceptable delay of several minutes in those text messages being received
because of the volume of other subscriber messages being processed by the commercial carriers. One possible
solution to reduce system processing time is to build out a county-owned network to carry those critical
messages.
EMD, EFD, and EPD Protocol Systems
The Montgomery County Fire Department is using Priority Dispatch s ProQA as its Emergency Medical
Dispatch (EMD) software. This application runs in the background on the call taker and dispatch consoles in
the ECC.
Although this software meets Fire Department s requirements and state mandates, the time it takes to process
calls using the multi-question format to arrive at an appropriate call type is reported to slow down the calltaking process. Whether this results from the other issues endemic in this CAD system or is characteristic of
ProQA has not been determined.
There has been some discussion regarding the use of EFD dispatch protocols; however, no decisions have
been made in this regard. Using the appropriate tools to guarantee complete and consistent information as
well as having a quality control component is essential to adequately defend the county in case of litigation.
False Alarm Reduction System
The county s False Alarm Reduction System is not expected to be replaced in the foreseeable future.
Nevertheless, it is important to be mindful of this CAD interface going forward.
Law Enforcement Records Management Systems
The county is in the process of going live with its new E*Justice System. This will replace the legacy
Mainframe CJIS system. It is crucial that the CAD to E*Justice interface is written to port all CAD data with
each closed record.
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Fire and EMS Records Management Systems
The Fire RMS (Firehouse) is not expected to be replaced in the foreseeable future. An electronic patient care
reporting (ePCR) system is under consideration and could be instituted. If the ePCR system is instituted, the
CAD system must be capable of transferring basic incident data to the ePCR.

5.2 County and Commercial Communications Infrastructure
A combination of fire station alerting systems, alphanumeric and conventional wireless paging systems
provide notice to fire station and other personnel that a call has been dispatched. Normal operational voice
and data are transmitted using the county s 800 MHz radio system and commercial CDMA data networks.
The 800 MHz radio communications system provides 288 talk groups over 22 radio channels for command
and control for ongoing and concurrent incidents as well as regional interoperability.
The county FiberNet system connects the ECC to the majority of the county s public safety locations. Data
dissemination and exchange across the network has not been a problem.
The county wireless (800 MHz) system, on the other hand, has proven to be a bottleneck to adequate
information sharing with the MDCs. The solution to this quandary was to move to Code Division Multiple
Access (CDMA) through a commercial carrier (Sprint). Short of the county building its own countywide
wireless network, this seems to be the solution for the foreseeable future. This transition is in process.
800 MHz Public Safety Radio System
Voice dispatches of calls for service are simulcast over the 7Alpha talk group in the 800 MHz band and over a
conventional UHF radio channel in the 450 470 MHz public safety band to operate the station paging
systems. Fire station dispatch and Minitor radio paging alerting tones are transmitted over the UHF radio
frequency (450 MHz) to activate fire station speakers and portable radio receivers so that subsequent voice
dispatch messages can be heard.
While the 800 MHz frequencies are not capable of the throughput necessary for data needs, they have proven
to be extremely reliable for voice communications and invaluable in an emergency that overwhelms the
commercial system.
The PTT interface with the CAD system is functional as far as it goes. However, with the advances in
technology, this functionality could be expanded to include features such as the activation of the radio s
emergency button when the airbags are deployed, as GPS and AVL get incorporated.
Commercial Wireless Systems (CDMA)
The county has contracted with Sprint for the data transmission needs of its MDCs. The original plan of using
the 800 MHz frequencies through RD-Lap worked for simple data strings to dispatch CAD calls and provide
Maryland Information Law Enforcement System (MILES) and National Crime Information Center (NCIC)
responses. However, with the additional burden of field reporting, the throughput limitations were
insurmountable in this medium. With the expected addition of sending/receiving photographs, video clips,
and other mobile office type applications, there does not appear to be a cost-effective alternative to the
commercial network in the near future.
802.11 Wireless Systems
The county has deployed 802.11 access points at various facilities throughout the county. These are used
primarily to push updates out to the MDCs. As these access points are expanded it might be feasible to
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provide the option to upload Packetwriter reports and download large data files from the county network
directly rather than through the commercial network.

5.3 Continuity of Operations (COOP) and Disaster Recovery
COOP is an endeavor to ensure that the capability to function continues during an emergency (either with or
without warning). Among the objectives of a viable COOP plan are the following:3
1. Ensuring the performance of the agency s essential functions/operations during a COOP event
2. Reducing or mitigating disruptions to operations
3. Ensuring that the agency has an alternative facility from which it can continue to perform its essential
functions during a COOP event
4. Achieving a timely and orderly recovery from an emergency and reconstitution of normal operations
that allows resumption of essential functions for both internal and external clients
These core COOP objectives relevant to the operations of the ECC are already contained in the joint Fire and
Police ECC Emergency Action and Evacuation Plan as well as the departments respective SOPs. These will
not be altered by the recommendations in this document.
The Disaster Recovery Document, maintained by DTS, provides a formal framework for the failover of
server-sets and infrastructure from the ECC to the AECC. This document was originally developed by the
vendor as a systems deliverable and is no longer current or comprehensive. DTS is writing an update.

6. State-of-the-Art CAD Technology
It is easy these days to be overwhelmed by the latest technology. With faster, more powerful computers and
vast amounts of information being collected everywhere; we can easily fall into the information overload trap.
It is important not to lose sight of the core function of a CAD system.
The matter of best practices for a PSAP is normally relegated to basic standards related to call answer times,
dispatch times, and basic CAD functionality. Because policies and procedures vary significantly from state to
state and agency to agency, it is difficult to characterize one practice as better than another. The key is to
routinely revisit the agency s SOPs and business practices and reconcile them with available technology to
constantly streamline the 9-1-1 center.
Employing the latest technology that helps efficiently handle 9-1-1 calls and the safety of first responders
must be the ultimate goal. With this goal in mind, Montgomery County should keep in mind the following
CAD and public safety communications features and trends when planning the future CAD system and public
safety communications infrastructure.

6.1 Next Generation 9-1-1 Telephone System
During the past 5 years, technological advancements have created new challenges for delivering Emergency
9-1-1 services. Wireless devices are no longer the exception, and additional trends, such as number
portability, create added layers of concern.
Nationally, Enhanced 9-1-1 (E9-1-1) telephone technology is migrating from analog to Internet Protocol (IP)based technology. This vision is known as next-generation (NG) 9-1-1.
3

Federal Emergency Management Agency. June 2004. Federal Executive Branch Continuity of Operations (COOP). Federal
Emergency Management Agency, Washington, DC.
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NG 9-1-1 platforms4 need to enable emergency call centers to receive 9-1-1 calls from nearly any IP-based
device. This includes the support for non-voice Emergency 9-1-1 calls, such as text messages, photos and
video from camera telephones as well as telemetric and sensor systems. Within the communications center,
NG 9-1-1 needs to allow calls to be transferred between centers along with caller information, such as the
caller s location and telephone number.
The mission of PSAPs remains the same within an NG 9-1-1 system to receive emergency calls from the
public; ascertain the nature, status, and location of the emergency; and relay the call to the appropriate public
safety dispatchers for response to the emergency.
The call-related expectations of the PSAPs also remain the same calls should be delivered to the proper
PSAP within seconds and arrive in formats that can be readily processed.
Although some aspects of PSAP call taking will change, it is unclear as to what the affect will be on call taker
workload. The growth of the wireless phone market in the mid 1990s led to an increase in 9-1-1 call volume.
This was primarily because of the phenomena of multiple calls for some types of emergencies. For example, it
is not unusual for a PSAP to receive 50 or more calls for a single motor vehicle crash.
Although NG 9-1-1 will permit many more ways to call 9-1-1, this will not necessarily result in more calls per
emergency beyond what would already occur because of virtual ubiquity of landline and wireless phones. In
this context, NG 9-1-1 could foster a replacement of some calls from one communication medium to another
medium.
As with the current E9-1-1 system, proper operation of NG 9-1-1 system components and interfaces is vital to
an effective emergency response service. As a mission-critical system, the NG 9-1-1 system must provide
near 100 percent uptime. This can be accomplished effectively by building multiple levels of redundancy
within the network and the system components. NG 9-1-1 system components should have backups and be
hot swappable. In addition, there should be redundant network links that automatically failover in the case of
failure or can be used for additional bandwidth in case of catastrophic events such as natural disasters or
terrorist attacks.
During a widescale emergency, call traffic abnormally increases, creating a spike and stressing the capacity of
the network. Designing scalability into an emergency response network is imperative for handling these
situations, which, though unplanned, must be addressed. In an emergency response network, both the network
and system components should be able to handle an additional call load and dynamically scale according to
need.5
Given the importance of 9-1-1 emergency response for public safety, national security, and disaster relief
purposes, it is critical that 9-1-1 systems continue to evolve with technology and public demands.6
Nationwide, several agencies have begun to accept photographic, video and text messages from the public. In
every case, this information is sent to a separate unit that has been created for that purpose and not to their
9-1-1 center. The NYPD police operators in the 9-1-1 call center have been trained to enter a special code in
the internal communications system every time callers offer photographs or videos in connection with their
4

National Emergency Number Association. Technical presentation given February 17, 2007. National Emergency
Number Association
5

U.S. Department of Transportation. March 2008. NG 9-1-1 Data Acquisition and Analysis Plan. U.S. Department of
Transportation,Washington, DC.
6
U.S. Department of Transportation. Next Generation 9-1-1 System Preliminary Concept of Operations. U.S. Department of
Transportation,Washington, DC.
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emergencies. The operators have also been trained to inform callers that a detective will be contacting them
directly. The coded entry into the communications system automatically alerts the center and provides the 91-1 caller s telephone number. A detective from the Real Time Call Center calls the victim or witness and
provides a Web address to which the photograph or video can be sent.7
Critical issues that must be addressed to enable the deployment of NG 9-1-1 capabilities include funding,
governance, and open standards. The nature and capabilities of new technologies raise the issue of a paradigm
shift for NG 9-1-1 such as the number of PSAPs needed, combining emergency call-taking and alerting
responsibilities, and ultimately, the need for a new definition of 9-1-1. A determination must be made
regarding the length of time the agency will store data for retrieval for investigative and court purposes. This
will dictate the amount of storage maintained for this purpose.
Toward this end the U.S. Senate recently passed the New and Emerging Technologies 9-1-1 (NET 911)
Improvement Act of 2008 (HR 3403). This 59-page document covers a range of topics from network security
to accessible formats.

6.2 Regional CAD Systems
The concept of a regional CAD system has steadily gained strength in recent years. As agencies entered into
Memoranda of Understanding and began to achieve radio interoperability, they soon saw the need for CAD
data exchange as well. However, a true regional CAD system in which all agencies are using the same
software is not pragmatic.
The key to regional data sharing is to interface disparate CAD systems. Recognizing this growing trend in
1999 Association of Public-Safety Communications Officials (APCO) began Project 36 to create a standard
for CAD to CAD interfaces.
The Law Enforcement Information Technology Standards Council (LEITSC) took up that effort in 2002
through funding by the U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Assistance. The mission of this group is
to, foster the growth of strategic planning and implementation of integrated justice systems through the
development and implementation of information technology standards. The result of this effort was
published in 2007 as Standard Functional Specifications for Law Enforcement Computer Aided Dispatch
(CAD) Systems. This standard has encouraged the creation of APIs (application program interfaces) and
CAD-to-CAD interfaces by most of the top CAD vendors. Although CAD interoperability has not reached the
level of radio interoperability fostered by APCO 25 (the nationally accepted radio interoperability standard), it
is progressing rapidly in that direction.
Once fully implemented, regional interoperability should provide, at a minimum, the following functions and
features:8
CAD call creation and forwarding to one or more agencies
Real-time resource availability and status changes of all participating agencies
Ability to request specific units based on the type of incident
Premise information on hazards
Assistance requests (mutual aid)
Automation of the county mutual aid plan
Messaging between PSAPs and field units
7

NYPD 9-1-1 Accepts Photos and Video. Mission Critical magazine. September 10, 2008.
U.S. Department of Homeland Security. August 2008. Computer-Aided Dispatch Interoperability Project Documentation of
Regional Efforts. Washington D.C.
8
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Ability to view run-time information for calls in other jurisdictions
Ability to share multi-casualty or other major incident information in real time

6.2.1

What is a CAD-to-CAD Interface?

The CAD-to-CAD interface is designed to allow the bidirectional transfer of defined incident and unit
information between two or more CAD systems as well as providing a messaging tool between multiple CAD
systems by using text message functionality.

6.2.2

How does it work?

A connection between a remote CAD system and local CAD system is established when initializing the CADto-CAD interface. Typically, this connection is via a TCP/IP socket connection. Once the connection is made
between a local CAD system and a remote CAD system, the CAD-to-CAD interface listens to all local CAD
system activity messages. If certain messages are received (such as creating a new incident, incident status
changes, incident edits, and so on), and the CAD-to-CAD interface has been configured to trigger the transfer
of an incident or other incident updates, the CAD-to-CAD interface validates the trigger criteria and sends the
data to the remote CAD.

6.3 Future CAD
The Ontario (Canada) Association of Fire Chiefs, Ryerson University, York University, and CriSys have
teamed up to develop an artificially intelligent CAD system to manage responses to building fires. The smart
software product will have expert-level human reasoning skills incorporating the wisdom and experience of
the best and brightest fire fighters in the region. The real-time expert system will have unique, self-learning,
adaptive reasoning capabilities.
Its interface will recognize plain language, allowing it to interpret a caller s comments and propose an
appropriate vehicle response within 10 seconds. The system will also document decisions and outcomes while
learning from exceptional situations.9

6.4 Intergraph Advanced Features
The following are features currently available in this vendor s CAD product offering.

6.4.1

Dashboards

Using business intelligence tools, centers can now access and analyze critical data on 9-1-1 calls, run reports
in just minutes with a single click, and monitor department performance faster than ever before with easy-tovisualize dashboards and reports. ECCs need to access critical 9-1-1 dispatch call information quickly.
However, creating reports from the CAD system can require many steps (if a system even has that ability).10

6.4.2

Plume Analysis

Intergraph CAD provides a mapping software solution used in the creation and analysis of plume data within
the CAD environment. Using CAMEO, ALOHA, or HPAC databases, plume models can be generated to
evaluate the effect of toxic materials related to a natural or man-made disaster in geographic areas. The results

9

Mission Critical Communications Magazine. October 2008.
Security, Government & Infrastructure October 17, 2008. Bringing Business Intelligence to Public Safety. Whitepaper.
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of the analysis can be fed into the CAD system to help direct automated routing routines around the impact
zone and to allow for reverse 9-1-1 calls to the affected areas.
The resulting analysis helps emergency personnel make better and faster operational decisions during a major
crisis. These tools can be available to the dispatchers and to personnel in the field where incident command is
of utmost importance and accurate information is needed and must be timely.
To complement the mapping solution, Intergraph can provide I/Incident Analyst. This provides an intuitive,
user-friendly environment that allows for both spatial and temporal analysis of incident records.
I/Incident Analyst uses the positional attributes present in all incidents to spot trends in frequency, based on
geography. The resulting analysis allows decision makers to target resources or adjust deployment plans in
response to the patterns revealed.

Figure 1. Example of plume analysis in Intergraph s I/Dispatcher.

6.4.3

I/Mobile PDA

I/Mobile PDA provides support for mobile handheld devices in conjunction with I/CAD. The device can be
used as a standalone unit or in conjunction with I/Mobile as an extension to the primary device used by the
mobile unit. When used as an extension, all messages sent to the primary device are also sent to the handheld
devices.
I/Mobile PDA provides a limited subset of the functionality available in I/Mobile. In particular, it provides the
ability to initiate I/Informer queries, and view the responses, short text messaging, dispatch reports, unit status
updates, and officer emergency requests. I/MobilePDA does not provide a map display or map functionality.

6.4.4

Remote CAD access

Intergraph s I/NetViewer provides access to live operational CAD data via Microsoft Internet Explorer. It
provides secure access to this data by validating users through CAD security to determine which
agency/dispatch groups a user is allowed to see, as well as which operations the user is allowed to execute.
Security is further ensured using Secure Sockets Layer technology that encrypts data (128-bit encryption) as it
passes between the client and server.
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Positions with I/NetViewer access are provided with the capability to display information on units and their
status, as well as pending and active events. Unit and event information can also be displayed on an
interactive map for a visual summary of current activity throughout the agency.
If the operator wants more detailed information about a specific unit or an event, he or she retrieves it with a
mouse click.
In addition to providing a view of the agency s resources and workload, I/NetViewer provides the capability
to accomplish a number of other tasks. For example, the browser interface can be used to display historical
information, such as listing a unit s activity for the past week or the number of traffic accidents reported
during a month. I/NetViewer also permits the operator to search operational information such as the personnel
who are on duty, special equipment in their vehicles, and any specific skills (for example, foreign languages,
EMT, and such). I/NetViewer also enables the user to initiate limited activities in the CAD system.
Using a browser, the user can create a call for service, place a unit in or out of service, update personnel
lineups, and send a message to any user on the system, including mobile users.

Figure 2. I/NetViewer main screen.

6.4.5

I/Question and Answer (I/QA)

The I/QA software provides a utility designed to help users develop scripted series of questions and answers
that support call takers and dispatchers in the process of collecting information. By scripting question and
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answer trees, the I/QA product allows call takers or dispatchers to enhance their ability to quickly assist a
caller or to make decisions regarding the disposition of a call. This function is native to Intergraph CAD and
can be configured with local SOP questions, or not, as the customer wishes.
Predefined lines of questions can be manipulated (inserted, changed, or deleted) and answers have an
associated action, such as setting the event type or raising the priority of the selected incident. I/QA provides
a robust graphical user interface using built-in icons, buttons, and comment boxes to assist the operator.
Using I/QA, operators follow a hierarchical set of questions that, when responded to, rapidly records pertinent
information concerning an incident. Each response entered determines the next question to be asked. For
example, a Yes response to Question 4 could cue the system to ask Question 5, but a No response could cue
the system to skip to Question 9.
This treed or conditional branching logic is useful for calls where, for example, a burglary is in progress and
the operator is immediately prompted to pursue a line of questions specifically designed to determine from the
caller if the suspect is armed. This vital information can then be relayed to a dispatched police unit.
As the questions are asked and answered, I/QA automatically date and time-stamps each entry to the I/CAD
database. Later, the user can query a report that lists each question in the order asked, with the corresponding
Yes or No answer and any comments recorded.
I/QA interfaces with the database in real-time and updates the records as information is entered. In addition,
I/QA s flexibility ensures that it can be tailored to any specific requirement. I/QA can be configured to
automatically run with each call or can be started at the operator s discretion. Questions that are responded to
with a Yes can require that a comment be added if configured differently, a comment can be entered as an
option.

6.5 Tiburon Advanced Features
The following are features currently available in this vendor s CAD product offering.

6.5.1

AVRR

CommandCAD along with Tiburon's integrated CAD Status Map provides a unit recommendation based on a
Calculated Routing solution. Using costs associated with street segments, a routing algorithm determines the
least expensive (and thereby quickest) route from one location to another. The cost used is the time to traverse
the street segments. This allows for a number of different factors to be considered, such as speed limit, traffic
density, route type, and more. Routing uses costs (impedance factors or distance), closed streets and one-way
streets to determine the shortest route. Recommendation and routing can be configured to consider alternate
routes depending on the time of day. For example, during rush hour, a given segment of highway might have
an average time of 20 minutes, but when it is not rush hour, it might only be 5 minutes. Additionally, street
closures can be scheduled to represent streets that are routinely closed, or for one-time closures because of
construction, a parade, or a traffic incident. Once a street is closed, it is displayed on all CAD status maps and
is no longer considered in the unit recommendation and routing process unless there is no other possible
route.
NOTE: Each of the vendors offers this feature in some form.

6.5.2

CAD Playback

Tiburon offers historical playback of CommandCAD screens so a supervisor can go back and view exactly
what the dispatcher was looking at during a specific time.
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6.5.3

On-Call Resources/Volunteer Fire Resources Management

The on-call and volunteer resources management function allows resources to be configured as always
available without regard to staffing assignments.
In the case of volunteer fire organizations, required apparatus that is available from a given quarter will
always be recommended until the dispatcher is notified that the organization is unable to staff additional
resources for a given incident. The function also gives priority to any staffed resources. On-call resources can
be included in the resource recommendations for any incident type and can be configured to be included in
the dispatch recommendation according to client-defined response plans.

6.5.4

Cross-Staffed Units

This CommandCAD feature is a configuration option that can be used when the same staff resources can
respond using one or more available units. For example, when the same crew of fire fighters staffs an engine
and a brush rig, they can operate only one at a time.
When one unit that is cross-staffed with another unit leaves its home quarters, the cross-staffed unit
automatically becomes unavailable for dispatch until the out-of-quarters unit returns to its home quarters.

6.6 TriTech Advanced Features
The following are features currently available in this vendor s CAD product offering.

6.6.1

AVRR

In 2004 VisiCAD was integrated with the Austin Department of Transportation s Traffic Management
System via wide area network to provide up-to-the-minute status on the highway road network throughout the
area. Installed road sensors allow for monitoring traffic slowdowns, construction, and traffic accidents. The
road sensor technology and integration with VisiCAD Command s Mapping Engine provides real-time
information to the call-taker/dispatcher who can then monitor the road network before dispatching an
appropriate unit. VisiCAD will modify response recommendations accordingly to minimize response times
when units are dispatched along the road network.
The innovative product has been reported to reduce response times by up to 1.5 minutes off the 5 6 minute
average. Since it was first implemented, this interface has proven to be a valuable part of Austin s Combined
Transportation, Emergency and Communications Center vision for improving public safety and reducing
response times to emergency situations.

6.6.2

Camera Monitoring

TriTech is also looking into a partnership with a North Carolina Company called True Systems. It has a CAD
interface that will connect cameras and camera analytics to automatically generate a CAD event when certain
conditions in the field of view exist, i.e., lane slowdown or lane closure, someone entering a restricted area
such as a parking area for county vehicles outside normal business hours, monitoring fences around a county
jail or detention facility. This is proven technology designed to take multiple camera feeds and eliminate the
need for dispatch to closely monitor every feed.
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6.6.3

Mapping

Detailed mapping layers provide visual representation for enhanced situational awareness and strategic
resource allocation. Detailed routing instruction with visual map overlay, turn-by-turn text directions and
voice-over navigation expedites response to the incident location.

Figure 3. Detailed mapping and routing examples from TriTech.

Figure 4. Example of map view currently in use vs. Pictometry view.

6.7 Motorola Advanced Features
The following are features currently available in this vendor s CAD product offering.
Photographs, video and other multimedia files from an incident record can be stored for future
reference.
Supervisor dashboard provides real-time views into dispatch center operations.
Automatic searching for previous vehicles, persons and incidents enables a more informed response
Instant AVL playback is directly accessible from the dispatcher map.
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Chat Service The administrator can assign chat privilege levels that define the actions the users are
allowed to perform after signing on to the PremierOne CAD client. Once logged in, users can view
the chat rooms of which they are members.
Users with appropriate privileges can create, modify, or delete chat rooms. Users can join chat rooms,
and invite other users and groups to chat rooms. Authorized users can remove users or groups from
chat rooms. All conversations are tracked, and reports can be run on chat room activity.
PremierOne CAD supports the following types of Chat Rooms.
a. Temporary Public Chat Rooms are available to all authorized users of the chat service. The
chat rooms are automatically deleted when the last member of the chat leaves.
b. Permanent Public Chat Rooms are available to all authorized users of the chat service. This
type of chat rooms persists even if no users are in the chat.
c. Private Chat Rooms are created by an authorized user to have private conversation with other
users that can only join the chat through invitation. Users can send chat invitations by
selecting any of the following items: User ID, Unit ID in Unit Status, Unit ID in Incident
Summary list, or the source or destination list of a message. They can also select an area on a
map and initiate a chat. All users in the selected area can be invited to the chat.
The PremierOne CAD can be configured to automatically send pages as part of dispatching an
incident, and when notifications are issued. The administrator can define the specific data elements
that can be sent in auto- or manually generated pages.

7. Future CAD System Cost Analysis
While it is difficult to estimate the cost of acquiring, implementing, and maintaining a new CAD system
without providing very specific and detailed information in an RFP, Tetra Tech can look at the cost estimates
for comparable systems as a starting point. From the four RFIs sent out, three vendors provided estimated cost
information. Two of the vendors (Tiburon and Intergraph) provided estimates that are based on recent similar
projects, while TriTech provided an estimate that is based on the information in the RFI. The fourth vendor
(Motorola) refused to provide any pricing information. The initial acquisition estimates (including the first
year s maintenance) ranged from an aggressive $8 million to a conservative $16 million with the subsequent
maintenance ranging from $500,000 to $800,000 per year on an escalating scale (Appendix C).

8. Recommendations
The county should immediately begin the process of defining, finding, and implementing a new CAD system.
Because this process will take some time to complete, the county must also continue with its planned server
hardware and mobile replacement programs and continue to address issues with the current system as they
arise.

8.1 Requirements for the Next CAD System
One lesson was repeatedly driven home in the interviews and discussions with those that worked through the
implementation of the current CAD system. The contract with the vendor must very specifically detail all the
requirements for the new system and have performance penalties if the vendor does not meet those
requirements. An excellent example of system requirements is provided under separate cover (from Fairfax
County, Virginia). This document demonstrates the time and involvement necessary to create a
comprehensive list of requirements for the new system. The county should expect to spend 6 months and
commit resources from every affected department and unit to ensure that the requirements are detailed and
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complete. The county must also involve the county attorneys from the outset to guarantee that its interests are
well represented in the contract.

8.2 New CAD System Project Change Management
The PS2000 project brought forth such sweeping changes that managing change became a lesser issue. The
importance of change management in this project cannot be over emphasized. It is imperative that ownership
of a new CAD project be established early and that change management becomes an integral part from the
outset.
The ADKAR change management model (below) has been developed over time and has been very influential
in the field. In this model, there are five specific stages that must be realized for an organization to
successfully change. They include the following:
Awareness
needed.

An individual or organization must know why a specific change or series of changes are

Desire Either the individual or organizational members must have the motivation and desire to
participate in the called for change or changes.
Knowledge Knowing why one must change is not enough; an individual or organization must know
how to change.
Ability Every individual and organization that truly wants to change must implement new skills and
behaviors to make the necessary changes happen.
Reinforcement Individuals and organizations must be reinforced to sustain any changes making
them the new behavior; if not; an individual or organization will probably revert back to their old
behavior.

8.3 New CAD System Project Management and Timing
Project durations for CAD replacements vary widely according to the system, type of training selected,
number and complexity of interfaces, and so on.
The experience of departments throughout the country suggests that 24 to 28 months will be required from
conception to go-live.
Using a standard project management methodology will provide a solid road map to ensure that all mission
requirements are satisfied.
The time span for performance of one phase can actually overlap activities identified in the next phase and
beyond. The completion of a phase is not intended to be a prerequisite for all the activities of the subsequent
phases. The following are the five phases of the project methodology:
Phase I

Define System

The definition phase of the project includes writing a comprehensive RFP and selecting the vendor
(after an in-depth review of responses, reference checks, and site visits).
The county must then negotiate a strong contract with the assistance of the county attorney s office,
after a thorough review of the proposal, the SOW, and the contract in general with the chosen vendor.
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This phase can take from 20 to 24 weeks.
Phase II

Business Process Review

During this phase, the county should work closely with the vendor to review business processes in the
ECC and design any software customization specified in the contract as well as the interfaces to
peripheral systems. Business processes and SOPs that would benefit from the new technology should
be codified and promulgated during this time.
Depending on the depth of the BPR, this phase can take from 4 to 6 weeks.
Phase III

Design & Build System

This phase includes system staging and testing, system configuration, interface development, and
various data collection activities in preparation for installation at the county s site. County site
logistics are finalized with all items of the core system being readied for delivery.
In addition, during this phase, Acceptance Test Plans for the system (CAD and the interfaces) and the
Cutover Plan are mutually derived to map a closure to the implementation of the system.
This phase can take 50 to 60 weeks.
Phase IV

Deliver System

During this phase, the core system is delivered and set up. Once the system is tested and accepted, the
users should be trained. The county should dedicate in-house technical staff to work closely with the
vendor during system setup and testing. This will provide them with the hands-on experience
necessary to do first level troubleshooting going forward. Cutover to live operations and successful
completion of the 30-day operational test complete this phase.
Depending on how aggressive the training schedule is, this phase can take between 12 and 14 weeks.
Phase V

Project Closure & Maintain System

This phase ties up any loose ends and begins the vendor s warranty period (usually one year).
This phase usually takes about 4 weeks.

8.4 New CAD System Architecture
Public safety agencies today depend on an ever-growing amount of critical data. This information ranges from
fairly static data, such as street addresses and personnel records to highly dynamic data such as the status of
events and the locations of hundreds of units. All this information is stored in a central database.
This database allows CAD applications to provide an impressive array of sophisticated functionality such as
automatically recommending units using the shortest distance from the caller s location and automatically
searching for other incidents that have occurred near a new event.
The newest database systems can be configured to be high-availability systems with various approaches
including distributed, replicated, and clustered environments. Solution vendors proposed will be dependent on
the requirements developed by the county.
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8.5 County Resources Necessary for a New CAD Project
Assigning competent resources in sufficient numbers is the key to a successful implementation. A project of
this magnitude and import cannot afford part time attention or the rotation of key personnel. Too much
information and too many decisions exist to allow for effective personnel transfers. The minimum resources
for this project should consist of the following:
County project manager
o Acts as the single point of contact for working with the vendor
o Must have sufficient authority and responsibility to make decisions daily about the project
o Coordinates the activities of dedicated personnel and resources
o Provides sufficient resources to implement the system
o Secures contract change approvals as required
County IT architect
User department lead coordinators
County map/GIS lead maintains the master GIS database and graphics
County system administrators
o Work side by side with the vendor in system design and implementation
o Collaborate with the vendor for system-specific training and implementing backup, recovery,
archiving, and general system activities
o Monitor and configure the servers, workstations, and other interface systems
o Monitor the database daily
o Main point for contact for user questions and problems
o Run and design reports as needed
o Troubleshoot system problems
o Maintain and upgrade all system configuration and forms
o Install software upgrades
o Serve as liaisons for vendor s field service personnel
o Become a knowledge base for system and interface information to aid end users
County agency trainer becomes a system expert for ongoing training of new personnel and refresher
training as needed. Each supported agency should have a designated trainer to support ongoing user
needs.
County subject matter experts provide the vendor s team with any required customer information,
such as specifications, workflow, and data definitions. The subject matter experts will be available to
support design discussions and field questions regarding interfaces, data conversion/data fields, and
workflows.

8.6 Disposition of the Current CAD System
The county anticipates receiving from Northrop Grumman a number of fixes and enhancements for the
current CAD system. Given the age and limitations of the system and the length of time required to
implement updates, the county should continue to focus on software issues as they are identified and
replacing the server infrastructure.
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There is no argument that the current CAD system must be upgraded to ensure critical functionality for the
next 2 to 3 years. The county should continue to follow best practices adopted for the enterprise systems and
the ancillary public safety systems, employing commodity hardware and open standards-based software (i.e.,
Linux) where possible.

8.7 Strategies for Keeping the Current CAD System Functional Until It Is
Replaced
Recommendations for prolonging the life of the current CAD system while awaiting replacement are based on
achieving the following goals:
Increase system performance
Increase system reliability
Build a reporting architecture that is flexible so it can support the CAD replacement
Leverage the county s architecture and expertise to reduce learning curve
Leverage the county s hardware purchasing power to reduce cost
Extend the useful life of the CAD system
To achieve these goals, the following upgrades are recommended. These suggestions are possible approaches,
and should not be considered as the only options.
Separate the database server from the CAD application server and have both running on up-to-date hardware.
The goal of increased system performance would be achieved by implementing newer more powerful servers,
as well as separating the application from the database. Because of numerous scheduled processes on the
Oracle database servers which include cron jobs, Oracle stored procedures, and miscellaneous Linux
scripts the database/application servers are heavily taxed. Moving these database activities to dedicated
database servers would help with CAD application performance.
The CAD system can be recompiled to connect to an external Oracle database server decoupled from the new
CAD application server. The CAD system is written in C for the HP UNIX environment. If it is moved to a
different server, it would need to be recompiled and retested. Because the existing HP server is at the end of
its life cycle and is no longer stable, the best solution for the CAD application is to have Northrop Grumman
recompile it to run on a new server. Northrop Grumman would need to certify which operating systems
support the CAD database and application. Using this recommendation, DTS can determine which type of
servers to purchase. This would ensure application operations consistency and vendor support. It would also
reduce the risk to CAD system reliability and enable the database migration.
An additional benefit of taking the database and application off the existing HP UNIX servers is to lessen the
load on older hardware. The HP UNIX servers are 6 7 years old, which puts CAD data at risk. The CAD
system is overloading the hardware, which is aging rapidly. Many of the parts for HP systems are no longer
manufactured or kept in stock by HP. Replacing hardware on the older system is very costly and with
uncertain results.
The file storage could have RAID configured to allow maintenance of individual disks without downtime.
Having multiple disks would improve input/output throughput for the entire database cluster. Dual fiber
channels would ensure connectivity in case of a controller fault, and it would improve performance.
Relocating the database on a new file storage would reduce the risk of CAD data being exposed to a disk
failure. Depending on the chosen file storage type, the hardware can provide a multitude of RAID
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configuration options and hot pluggable disks in the event of a failure. This would provide the best reliability
and performance for CAD and replacement for CAD. The selected file storage for the CAD environment
should have a backup-to-disk option. This would speed data recovery from either a data corruption or disk
failure. It would also extend the life of the other existing systems by reducing system load, thus reducing costs
and providing time to evaluate replacements.
By making the CAD system more reliable, system administrators, database administrators, and other technical
personnel would be freed up to conduct evaluations of CAD replacements. This would allow expediting the
evaluations of CAD software packages and would reduce the amount of time, money, and resources the ECC
would invest in the CAD replacement system.
The county should implement the similar, scaled-down configuration in the AECC immediately after it
completes the replacements in the PSCC. This would aid in operating both centers and in maintaining spare
parts for the servers and simplify the logistics of tracking the system s replacement parts for the EEC staff.
At the AECC site, a new CAD server should be purchased to support the backup CAD application. An
additional new server and file storage would constitute the decoupled Oracle database for the CAD
application at AECC. Because this is a backup site, redundant cluster database and application servers are not
necessary.
The PSCC database and the AECC database would be kept permanently in sync (near real-time) using a
Multi-Master Replication solution such as Oracle Streams included in the database. Oracle Streams is an ideal
solution for systems that are geographically distributed and have a high-speed connection (e.g., a T1 line)
between servers. As long as the server interconnect can keep up with the changes, the implemented system
would provide failover and disaster recovery simply and reliably.
Oracle Streams would provide near real-time replication of important information, and if a server outage
occurs, updates are automatically stored in update queues and applied automatically when service is restored
to the crashed Oracle server.
Setting up the new ECC and AECC databases should be done in phases while keeping the existing system
running. Extensive tests can be conducted on the new database before flipping the switch by connecting the
CAD backup system to the new database after the former has been set up to test the stability of the system.
By extending the useful life of the CAD system, the county would be in a better position from which to issue
RFPs for the best price/performance solution with less urgency to replace the incumbent.

9. Best Practices
For years agencies nationwide have broached the topic of Best Practices for CAD systems in various venues
such as APCO and IACP (International Association of Chiefs of Police). These inquiries were the impetus for
APCO 36, which was ultimately published by the National Institute of Justice (NIJ) as Standard Functional
Specifications for Law Enforcement Computer Aided Dispatch Systems. The inherent differences between
agencies preclude these documents from being very specific. An agency can no more adopt another agency s
CAD practices than it can their policy and procedure manual. The implementation of a CAD system must be
accompanied by an extensive business practice review to integrate software functionality and practices rather
than simply automating practices that might not be the most effective. The Department of Homeland Security
also published a document on CAD interoperability, Computer-Aided Dispatch Interoperability Project
Documentation of Regional Efforts in August 2008. Although this document details efforts in the western
United States, it contains some basic best practices that will assist the county in its CAD replacement efforts.
The following examples were gleaned from these two documents. DTS staff should consider these along with
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best practices already in use for technology review and replacement. They are grouped roughly by their
timing in the project s cycle.
Planning the Project
1. Governance should be strong. A steering committee composed of representatives with the knowledge
and authority to make decisions for the organization should be involved in the planning and review
processes. It is important to get input from the users.
2. Put turf issues aside and focus on what is most important: meeting customers needs by responding to
incidents as quickly and effectively as possible.
3. Involve technical, operational, and policy representatives to ensure that the tools and process allow
the work to flow seamlessly and to ensure that critical requirements are met. Once selected, add
vendors to the representative review process.
4. Ensure that the budget and schedule incorporate timely user training on the new system, operating
procedures, and business processes.
5. Before working on the technical aspects of the project, identify the future concept of operations and
validate it with stakeholders.
6. Develop a maintenance plan that spells out the technical expertise, equipment, and time requirements;
ensure that involved staff understands it.
Developing Requirements
7. Bring the right people together to define requirements at the beginning of the effort. Addressing these
issues in advance saves time and money through the project s life cycle.
8. To ensure broad support and spur information sharing, include stakeholders from various disciplines
in governance groups.
9. Clearly define and constrain the scope of the project. Do not alter the scope unless you conduct a
thorough assessment of the effect on the budget, resources, and timeline.
10. Identify what information and data to share across the integrated CAD system.
11. Consider future aspirations and requirements such as interoperability with neighboring districts
and make design, process, and policy standards decisions that facilitate future interoperability.
Consider vendor-neutral, off-the-shelf solutions.
Managing the Project
12. A modular or phased approach to design and implementation allows flexibility and control.
Implement the foundational module first and work out any issues. Apply any lessons learned to the
next most important module s implementation and so forth.
13. To ensure success as you develop a solution, establish a solid project management approach and a
dedicated project manager.
14. Bring together all involved vendors and maintain communication between vendors and the CAD
project team. This will ensure that end user requirements are met.
15. Conduct a review process throughout the life of the project. Continuously identify operational and
design gaps along with the associated issues and risks. Establish priorities. Revise design, processes,
and business practices as needed. Always consider scope, budget, and timeline.
Managing the System After it Is Implemented
16. Before deciding how to manage computer systems, make sure that the following are in place:
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a. Top officials support the Information Technology department.
b. Staff have the capacity to estimate total costs and manage contracts.
c. Agencies identify the services that should be automated.
d. Staff plan for computer system replacements.
e. Agencies know where Information Technology fits within their organizations.
17. Staff with sufficient expertise should manage the systems, provide them with ongoing training, and
provide training and support to end users.
18. Look for management options that use trained professionals to assess the computer system s security
risks, develop security policies based on the risks, manage user accounts, and employee access to the
system, install and monitor firewalls and antivirus software, develop backup procedures and disaster
recovery plans, and test security procedures.
19. Conduct a Business Process Review to adapt to the new technology.

10. Lessons Learned from PS2000
The SOW requested that the Tetra Tech team take the PS2000 Lessons Learned into consideration in forming
the recommendations. However, the audit that was intended to produce this information was never completed.
Although creating a Lessons Learned document was not within the scope of this study, the team did compile a
list from interviews with those who were a part of the PS2000 project. The team took these lessons into
consideration in the recommendations; however, it is vital that the county incorporate them into the process of
procuring the next CAD system.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.

Change must be better managed.
The new CAD system must be modular.
CAD and RMS must be separate so one does not affect the other.
All systems (phone, CAD, RMS, reporting) must be separate but integrated with a single source
logon.
Verify the vendor s support record before buying.
The RFP must contain clear functional and performance requirements (including the time it takes to
process the commands).
The RFP must include Service Level Agreements, and the contract must have provisions for
enforcing noncompliance.
A BPR to adapt to the new technology is imperative.
The project team must sign off on the acceptance test.
Ongoing support for evolving business requirements must be included in ongoing program funding in
addition to standard maintenance.
Have a subject matter expert from each department involved in the project (PD, FD, MDC, CAD)
from the outset.
Do not let the vendor drive the project.
End users must be engaged early and be given responsibility for their part of the system.
Set reasonable and informed expectations.
Use a product that allows extensive configuration to limit the need for customizing, improving
manageability, and stability. Every feature bid by the vendor must be up and running in a similar size
department.
Have a transition team to go from the old system to the new (cutover cannot happen all at once).
GIS staff should have a full role in CAD.
Interoperability of CAD systems in the region is vital.
Specifications must require the most current version of hardware/software at the time of installation.
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20. Have a strong/experienced and independent project manager/integrator to provide strong vendor
oversight and contract management.
21. User training should occur immediately before production roll-out. The vendor must be responsible
for retraining if delays are not caused by the county.
22. Vendor must be held to the contract and acceptance criteria must be clear so that the roll-out of a new
system does not contain any significant deficiencies.
23. Each department must have command staff ownership.
24. Must actively engage ECC, Operations, and DTS personnel from the start.
25. Must have dedicated resources (staffing and systems) from the beginning.
26. Have robust development and test systems (including interfaces).
27. Conduct a proof of concept to identify and resolve deficiencies in the county environment before
implementation and contract execution to minimize risk and maximize county leverage.
28. Have comprehensive Memoranda of Understandings with partner agencies (if a change does not make
sense for all, it is not implemented).
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Appendix A. Interviewees
Name
Mike Strausbough
Bill Kang
John Kensley
Chris Stroup
Dome Eoonjumnern
Scott Goldstein
Ritchie Bowers
Ken Korenblatt
Kevin Frazier
Rusty Rothenhoefer
Bill?? Darwick
Les Better
Po Kar Chu
Patrick Stanton
Albert George
David Brown
David Scibelli
John Castner
Dieter Klinger
Steve Grunch
Logan Holliday
Judy Miller
Apollo Teng
Maureen Morello
Tamara Maldonado
James Estep
Ann McCullough
Brian Melby
Bill Ferretti
Trent Bishop
David Linn
Chris Johnson
Alan Felsen
Dom Fazio
Melanie Nickerson
Bonnie Gollian
Anna Berger
Mary Davison
Shawn Wade
Sean Santos
Charlie Schwab
Dana Way
Suzy Renauer
Craig Palen

Dept./Title

Agency

IT
Battalion Chief - ECC
Battalion Chief ECC
Captain
Firefighter
Battalion Chief - Operations
Division Chief - Operations
BC - Investigations
Captain - Investigations
Division Chief
Battalion Chief
Battalion Chief - ECC
Manager
Captain - Training
Director Info. Systems
PSDS Manager
Network Solutions Manager
Chief - ESOD
Systems Administrator
Systems Administrator
Database Support
County GIS Manager
Program Specialist
ECC Supv.
911 Call Taker
Dispatcher
Director ECC
Asst. Director ECC
ECC CAD manager
Director of Technology
Officer (Radio Mgr)
Sgt
Lt (Criminal Investigations)
Lt. Patrol/Traffic Admin
Crime Analyst
Crime Analyst
RMS Manager
Police Officer 6D (user)
Police Officer 6D (user)
MDC Support
MDC Support
MDC Support
Police Officer- MDC Support
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MCFRS
MCFRS
MCFRS
MCFRS
MCFRS
MCFRS
MCFRS
MCFRS
MCFRS
MCFRS
MCFRS
MCFRS
MCFRS
MCFRS
MCFRS
Corrections
DTS
DTS
DTS
DTS
DTS
DTS
DTS
Emergency Management
MCPD
MCPD
MCPD
MCPD
MCPD
MCPD
MCPD
MCPD
MCPD
MCPD
MCPD
MCPD
MCPD
MCPD
MCPD
MCPD
MCPD
MCPD
MCPD
MCPD

Date
Interviewed
9/22/2008
9/23/2008
9/23/2008
9/23/2008
9/23/2008
9/25/2008
9/25/2008
9/25/2008
9/25/2008
9/25/2008
9/25/2008
9/29/2008
9/29/2008
10/1/2008
9/29/2008
9/30/2008
9/23/2008
9/30/2008
9/30/2008
10/1/2008
10/1/2008
10/1/2008
9/29/2008
9/23/2008
9/22/2008
9/22/2008
9/23/2008
9/23/2008
9/23/2008
9/23/2008
9/24/2008
9/24/2008
9/24/2008
9/24/2008
9/24/2008
9/24/2008
9/24/2008
9/25/2008
9/25/2008
9/25/2008
9/26/2008
9/26/2008
9/26/2008
9/26/2008
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Name
Mitch Cunningham
Drew Tracy
Nancy Collins
Jim Grissom
Laura Fitzgerald

Dept./Title
Director Info. Systems
Assistant Chief
Training Coordinator
Training officer
Training officer

MCPD
MCPD
MCPD
MCPD
MCPD

Date
Interviewed
9/29/2008
10/1/2008
10/1/2008
10/1/2008
10/1/2008

Jack Crowley
Deborah Hagberg
Darien Manley
Michael Dunn
Christine Goon

Comm. Director
Communications Supervisor
Chief
Security Supervisor
IT

MC Public Schools
MNCPP
MNCPP
Montgomery College
Sheriff's Office

9/29/2008
9/30/2008
9/30/2008
10/3/2008
10/2/2008

Roy Gordon
Brian Paul
Maz Crago
Rick Bowers
Denise Pullet

Chief
Patrol Sergeant
Communications Supervisor
Lt. Patrol
Director - Administration

Chevy Chase PD
Rockville PD
Rockville PD
Tacoma Park PD
Tacoma Park PD

9/30/2008
10/2/2008
10/2/2008
9/30/2008
9/30/2008

Steve Souder
Roy Oliver
Steve Davis
Bob Blevins

Fairfax Public Safety Dir.
CAD Administrator
CAD Support
Account Manager

Fairfax County VA
Fairfax County VA
Northrop Grumman
Verizon

9/26/2008
9/26/2008
9/25/2008
9/30/2008

Agency
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Appendix B. RFI Questions
Montgomery County, Maryland, is in the beginning stages of acquiring a new CAD system. As a first step in
evaluating our needs we require more information regarding the capabilities of existing CAD products
available on the market.
The county covers 495 square miles with a population of nearly one million people generating 903,000 9-1-1
calls (resulting in 425,000 CAD events) per year. The system supports police, fire and emergency medical
services.
Please provide the below requested information and return via e-mail by October 17, 2008.
1. How long have you been in business?
2. How many installed CAD systems do you currently have?
3. How many of the installed systems have been operational for more than one year, two years?
4. How many in the MD/VA area? How many of comparable size? Please provide a list.
5. How many agencies have purchased your system and have since had it removed or failed to accept it?
6. Do you provide 24/7/365 software support? If so, what are your standards/guarantees for response
time (dial-in)?
7. Do you provide on-site training (both user and support)?
8. What documentation can you provide demonstrating Best Practices utilized by your system?
9. Do you have a Jail/warrant tracking module? Please elaborate on its features.
10. How do you approach interoperability with surrounding agencies?
11. How does your system handle mapping and Pictometry? What format is your GIS data?
12. Do you provide an AVL interface?
13. What provisions are you making for NG9-1-1?
14. Do you have an MDC module? Please elaborate on its features.
15. Does your software support Fire/EMS and Police? Is it a combined system or separate systems on the
same server?
16. Is your system customizable or configurable? How so? What are the limitations to customization and
user configuration?
17. Provide a list of CAD standard and optional features.
18. Do you have a User s Group? If so, how many members? Will you supply the agenda from your last
User s Group meeting?
19. Do you have a sample RFP?
20. How do you price your support (flat yearly fee; % of CAD purchase price, etc)? Example?
21. Can you provide the purchase costs from a recent purchase by a compatible agency? The identity of
the agency may be redacted. This is for informational purposes only and will not be considered as a
bid.
22. Judging from your past experience, how long (from NTP to system acceptance) do you anticipate this
installation to take? Identify major tasks and estimate timelines for the replacement of the existing
CAD system.
23. What makes your company stand out from the others in this field?
24. On a typical installation of this size, what resources are dedicated by the customer to implement the
system?
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25. Can you easily convert the existing CAD data (Oracle) or will code need to be written to accomplish
this?
26. Does your system provide Automatic Vehicle Recommendation & Routing (AVRR)? If so, please
describe and give references for sites currently using it.
27. Do you provide an application performance monitoring tool for your software to monitor numbers of
transactions and transaction times, etc. and flag potential performance problems before they
compromise system performance?
28. Do you have a recommended system architecture? Please provide a sample.
29. How do you handle interfaces with related systems (Fire RMS, Police RMS, EMS RMS?
30. Does your system provide the means for managers at remote locations to monitor their resources
(District Commander needs to know how many active and pending calls along with details if
requested; how many units are in-service, etc.)? Please provide a screen shot and details.
31. How do you handle alerts that fire sends out to their pagers? We currently use Minitor pagers (for
volunteers) to receive alert tones followed by the call details. It takes 1 to 2 minutes for the dispatcher
to send this out and they do it prior to the actual dispatch in CAD.
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Appendix C. Pricing from Three CAD Vendor s RFIs
Intergraph Sample Pricing
A general range for an agency comparable to the county is $16 to $18 million, based on the following general scope:
Workstations
Total Call takers
Total Dispatchers
Supervisors
I/NetViewer
I/NetDispatcher
Administrator/Map Maintenance Workstations
MDCs
Police RMS Clients
Police JMS Clients
I/MARS Analysis and Reporting
Servers
CAD
Interface Servers
RMS/JMS
MDC Servers

Full use servers
2
2
2
3

Full use positions
36
23
8
150
65
4
1,400
200
200
5

Test servers
1
1
1
1

Test positions
2

Training positions
5
5

5
5

5
5

5
5
1

20
20
1

Training servers
1
1
1
1

The following assumptions were made:
Intergraph would provide server and workstation hardware.
Intergraph would provide Panasonic CF-29 Toughbooks for the mobile computers.
There will be no more than 24 CAD and 60 Mobile Trainers.
There will be no more than 36 Police RMS Trainers.
There will be no more than 24 I/NetViewer-I/NetDispatcher Trainers.
There will be a CAD data conversion study (2 weeks).
Interfaces include the following:
Queries to NCIC
Query access to Police RMS from CAD seats
Paging Functions are provided through a Zetron Model 25 or an Orbacom paging controller, and that one of the
following protocols is used:
TAP (Telocator Alphanumeric Paging Protocol)
SNPP Level 1 (Simple Network Paging Protocol)
SMPP (Short Message Peer to Peer)
SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol)
WCTP (Wireless Communication Transfer Protocol)
AVL Interface
I/TDD using Zetron
Fire Station Alerting (assumes support for one of the following)
MOSCAD: 6.0, 6.2, 7.0, and 7.25 of the Motorola MOSCAD API
WestNet: ZIR command set protocol v8, v10 and v11
ProQA Interface (to version 3.4)
Fire Station Printing
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Tiburon Sample Pricing
(excluding options) Extended Tiburon Software Maintenance
Year 1 annual maintenance (warranty period)
Estimated year 2 annual maintenance
Estimated year 3 annual maintenance
Estimated year 4 annual maintenance
Estimated year 5 annual maintenance

0
807,000
854,500
900,000
948,000

INCLUDES equipment and 3rd party software extended maintenance where listed in detail
The above pricing is valid for 180 days from the date of this document, and is dependent upon the terms and
conditions in the System Implementation Agreement (SIA), Software License Agreement (SLA) and the
Statement of Work (SOW)

Pricing is stated in terms of United States Dollars

Price Summary Totals
Tiburon CommandCAD
Tiburon CommandCAD Workstation Licenses
CAD Management Information Systems
CAD Interfaces and Subsystems
Tiburon LawRECORDS
Graphical Workstation Licenses
Mobile Systems and Subsystems
External State Interface
Geographic Data Optimization System GDO
Common Technical and Professional Services

705,000
460,000
45,900
191,550
622,800
241,900
2,872,100
53,800
27,600
534,280

Subtotal Software and Services: 5,754,930
Equipment, Third-Party Software and Services (see details)
Travel and Living Expenses
12 Months' Warranty
Software Escrow

2,474,831
included
included
1,600

Total Project Price 8,231,361
Software and Third-Party Options
Optional Deccan Live MUM Interface
Optional Bar Code Subsystem
Optional Performance Bond
Optional Equipment and Third-Party Software (see details)

20,200
62,200
290,800
1,284

Option pricing assumes concurrent implementation within project time frame
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TriTech Sample Pricing
TriTech has provided the following budgetary estimate on the basis of the information provided in the RFI to
present a more appropriate overview for the county. TriTech respectfully submits that original proposal or
contract signature pricing for existing large-scale projects that have been in live operations for 3 or more
years, including project changes, would not provide the county with a current and realistic estimate. TriTech
would be pleased to provide more detailed client reference information, as applicable, as part of the proposal
response to the subsequent RFP.
MONTGOMERY COUNTY, MARYLAND, RFI PRICE SUMMARY
Application Software & Services
VisiCAD - Computer Aided Dispatch Software
Project Services - CAD
Law and Fire Mobile System
Project Services - Mobile
Hardware & 3rd Party Software
Estimated Hardware and Operating System Software
Maintenance & Other Services
Estimated Services

$1,422,100

Estimated System Total of Software, Hardware, and Services

$8,510,875

Years 2- 5 Maintenance
TBD
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1,669,000
1,543,025
2,511,000
315,750
1,050,000

